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ABSTRACT

A deformation of the algebra of infinite matrices gl{oo, C) is given. We show that this
operation leads to the realization of a deformed "W3" like algebra. The central extension
of the ?-U(l) Kac-Moody and the <j-Virasoro algebra is performed.
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Recently, one can observe a growing interest in the investigations and explanations of
the quantum groups and algebras [1]. These structures, firstly obtained as a g-deformation
of the universal enveloping algebras, appeared in the study of integrable models especially
during the searching for solutions of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation.

The realization of some of these g-deformed Lie algebras has been obtained, and a
particular interest has been devoted to the construction of the deformed centreless Vira-
soro algebras [2,3]. A purpose of a central extension of the <?-Virasoro algebra have been
given in Ref. [4] by suggesting one g-Jacobi identity. Almost of these constructions were
based on the deformed harmonic oscillators, or on the deformed differential calculus on
the quantum plane [5,6].

In this letter, we would like to give a deformation of the f/(l)-Kac Moody (C/{1)-KM),
the Virasoro and the UW3" like algebras, starting from a deformation of the gl(oo,C)
algebra. This procedure can be seen as a generalization, to the deformation case, of the
one allowing the realization of the three latter algebras in terms of ««, [7]. Moreover
we find a consistent central extension of [/(l)-KM) and Virasoro algebras which coincide
with the usual ones in the classical limit of q —• 1. We obtain a central term's expression
analogue with the one found in Ref. [8] for the extended deformed (C/(1)-KM).

To start let us recall that the 3/(00, C) is the set of all infinite matrices having only
a finite number of non vanishing entries. It is generated by the Ejj (i,j 6 Z) matrices
satisfying:

(16)

The defining relations of 9/(00, C) are given by:

[Ei,j,Ek,e\ = bjkEij — finEkj (2)

we will consider, in what follows, the algebra a^ of infinite matrices having only a finite
number of non vanishing diagonals. It is known that this algebra provides a realization
of the £/(l)-KM, Virasoro algebras [7] and also the "W3" like one [9]. The generators of
these latter algebras considered with vanishing central charges are given by:

For the £/(l)-KM algebra:

tez

[Jk,Jt] = 0 (3)

For the centreless Virasoro algebra:

Lk = £ ( i + Pk)Ei<i+k (0 € C)
iez

i3ec (4)

For the "W3" hke algebra [9], generated by the above Jfc, Lk and the following:

2 + <*!& + a2K
2)Elii+k (5)

tez

We have, in addition to Eqs. (3) and (4), the following commutation relations (for

(6)



[A,, Jt] = -2£Lk+p + ^(2£ + k)Jk+e (7)

(8)

(9)

where:

X(k, £) = A[kLe) +\(k + e)Ak+e + (\(k + £)2 + \kt)LkU - ^(k + p)3Jk+i)

To give a deformation of these algebras, we will proceed by considering a non trivial
deformation of 5/(00, C). Indeed, let us consider an algebra generated by Eij(i,j € Z)
such that, in the classical limit, one finds the above undeformed generators in Eq.(l).
According to our purpose we will define the deformed product on this new algebra as
follows:

Eij • Ektt = Aijki{q)6j,kEi>t (10a)

« r̂plrf (106)

and

We see that, when q -> 1, we have Aijki(q = 1) = 1 and E{j -> Etj, and the product "•"
becomes the classical one. We point out that this deformed product is non associative.

Now, based on this new deformed product, the ^-deformed commutator of gl(oo, C)
Eq.(2) can be denned as follows:

=

where a = (j + k) - (i + £), and [A,B]{M) =pA-B-qB- A.
In particular, we have

(12)

Then if we take the deformed version of the generators in equations (3), (4) and (5)
as:

Jk = ^Ehi+k (13a)
t€Z

iez
2 + otyki + a2k

2)Ei,t+k (13c)

The deformation of the algebras described by Eqs. (3), (4) and (6-9) reads as:
For the £/(!)-KM centreless algebra:

r



showing that the f/(l)-KM is again commutative even for q ̂  1.
For the centreless Virasoro algebra:

[Lfc, Liligk-ij-k) = [fc - i]qLk+i (15)

Surprisingly enough, this is exactly the one deformation parameters of the Virasoro
algebra already obtained in terms of the ^-deformed oscillators [3],

For the "W3" like algebra, in addition to Eqs.(14) and (15), we have:

[Lk, Le]kitfk) - ?

and

[A* Jfa-tj-^ = | ^ i { - 2 £ L f c + f + (̂2<? + fc) W (17)

[Lkt A ^ - v - f c ) = 7 ^ 1 ( 2 * - <)Aw (18)

[Afc, A,](,*_ v- f c ) = [K - *],X(fc, *) (19)

where

X(W) = J^5^A ( f c * L0 + i(fc + e)AM + (y(fc + ^)2 + f ^

with

A(fc * U) = 2^qk~£^k ' ~Lt + 9*~fc^fc " ^*) '

The closure of this algebra has been shown in the case of q = 1,
Now, we turn to the central extension of these algebras. In a classical case, it is known

that this extension is obtained via the extension of the p/(oo,C) [9]

where the two-cocycle ip is given by:

iJ>(Eid, Kj,*) = -rl>{Ejti, Eid) = 1 if i < 0 and j > 1

= 0 otherwise (21)

Then, by using the expressions of JK and Lk in terms of JS^ (resp in Eqs.(3) and (4)),
one obtains:

[Jfc, J,] = K8k+l (22)

for the [/(l)-KM algebras, and

[Lk, U) = {k- i)Lk+e + Sk+i(^^- +0(1- $)k3) (23)

for the Virasoro algebra.
In this work, we will follow the same way. Let us at first set the extended version of

Eq. (11) as:

r") + MEij, Ekil) (24)



where tpq(Eij, Ekp) satisfies the limit condition:

V,=i(£ij, Ek,t) = ip{Etj, Ekit) (25)

and the antisymmetry condition:

il>q(Eij, Ekjt = -%{Ek4, Eij) . (26)

Owing to Eqs.(11) and (24) it is suggestive that ipq(Eij, Ek,e) consists in the elements
of the following form:

tf,(£y, Ekt) = xP(EhJ, Ekit)aq(iJ, kj) (27)

where aQ(i,j, k, £) are functions depending on the parameter q of deformation and on the
indices i,j,k and L But, due to Eqs.(27) and (21), only that of the form aq(i,j,j,i)
interfere in the calculus. The conditions (25) and (26) imply that the latter satisfy

Then, by taking into account these conditions, we set:

Now, by using the expressions of Jk and Lk in terms of E^ (Eqs. (13a) and (13b) resp),
the above extension of the deformed 3/(00, C) gives immediately the following extensions:

[Jk, j y ( , * _ v - t ) = [k]q6k+e . (29)

for the deformed U{l)-KM and:

[Lk, Lfa-ij-*) = [A: - e]qLk+e + Cq(k, £)6k+e . (30)

where

Cq(K, -K) = - ^ ( k + l))q[t(k - l)]q + 2 ( ^ g - 1 ) a + W " I)*8!*], (3D

for the deformed Virasoro algebra. It is easy to verify that the classical limits of these
central extensions are those given in Eqs. (22) and (23) respectively

( \k]q-k A:3-A; \
' v • when q —> 1 .V07-T1)2 24

As a conclusion, we have started from a one parameter deformation of the denning
relation of the 5/(00,C). We used the representation of the [/(l)-Kac Moody, Virasoro
and a "WV like algebra on the algebra a^, and finally we obtained the deformation of
these algebras. Notice that the obtained deformation of the Virasoro algebra coincides
with the known one [3].
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